Colorado Collection
Books added in 2003

CC 7875      50 Stories for 50 Years 1952-2002
Author: Scott, Jacqueline.
Narrator: Cheney, Marilyn.

An overview history of Jefferson County Public Library with related stories contributed by current and former library patrons. (1 sound cassette)

CC 7856      Aaron, Approximately
Author: Lazar, Zachary.
Narrator: Dickerson, Scott.

A darkly comic coming-of-age novel follows the struggle of the surviving son of a Jewish children's TV clown to deal with his father's death, a search for identity that leads him to pattern himself after his dad. (2 sound cassettes)

CC 7861      Algonquin. Native Americans
Author: Gaines, Richard M.
Narrator: Roberts, Melissa.

Presents a brief introduction to the Algonquin Indians, including information on their homes, society, food, clothing, family life and life today. For grades 2-4. (1 sound cassette)

CC 7833      All the World's A Stage
Author: Weaver, Dennis.
Narrator: Jones, Norm.

Television actor Dennis Weaver writes about his work in Hollywood, and also discusses his even more important roles as an environmentalist and humanitarian. (2 sound cassettes)
CC 7858  America's Bishop: The Life and Times of Fulton J. Sheen

Author: Reeves, Thomas C.
Narrator: McInerney, Mac.

Fulton J. Sheen, the leading American Catholic of the twentieth century, became familiar to a generation of Americans as the radiant figure in full bishop's robes who held the nation spellbound during the 1950s on his television show, "Life Is Worth Living." The result of interviews with dozens of Sheen's friends, family members and church colleagues and the unearthing of important new material at the Sheen Archives in Rochester, New York, "Fulton J. Sheen" is the first in depth portrait of this flamboyant churchman and intellectual, and a social history of Catholicism in America during the twentieth century. (4 sound cassettes)

CC 7817  Anna's Story

Author: Hyatt, Betty Hale.
Narrator: Gloeckner, Cathy.

Rival British shipping merchants feud over seven legendary gold lanterns, and the keeper of one of the lanterns falls in love with a sea captain from the rival family. (2 sound cassettes)

CC 7814  Attitudes on Altitude: Pioneers of Medical Research in Colorado's High Mountains

Author: Reeves, John Richard T.
Narrator: Donald Bennallack

Seven episodes that led to some extraordinary medical findings in Colorado and throughout the world. (2 sound cassettes)
Kiowa County it said on the map, but the men who lived there called it Rinehart County. Capt. Andrew Rinehart's R Cross Ranch sprawled haphazardly across the land, its boundaries unmarked - and uncontested. He had been the first man to move into the county, and had been unchallenged, until now. (2 sound cassettes)

This book is inspired by the classic work, Beowulf. This new series of novels is structured like the Wishbone PBS episodes, reproducing the major elements and charm of the show while keeping the story focused on Wishbone, the dog. (1 sound cassette)

The classic travelogue of the former Supreme Court Justice who traveled in Central Asia during 1951. What was meant to be a mountain climbing expedition in the Himalayas was changed by the world events emerging at that time. This book is especially noteworthy in view of the changing events in Afghanistan, Pakistan and the region today. (3 sound cassettes)

Author:  Lee, Jeanette.
Narrator:  Schneider, Jean.
Pool playing legend Jeanette Lee, explains every aspect of playing to win, from holding the cue to performing combination, kiss, and trick shots. Lee shows wannabe winners of every level how to compete intelligently, lose gracefully, win infrequently, stay focused and achieve goals in the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7866** The Bones Book

Author: Cumbaa, Stephen.

Narrator: Schneider, Jean.

Describes how bones grow, fit, flex, and sometimes break, and examines the structures of the human skeleton and its role in protecting vital body parts. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7865** Born to Be a Cowgirl: A Spirited Ride Through the Old West

Author: Savage, Candace.

Narrator: Amen, Jeanne.

Fresh air, open prairie, and a galloping horse -- what more could a girl want? Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, families headed west to build ranches and start new lives in the cattle business. Their daughters were raised on the range with an independent spirit and horses in their blood. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7815** The Brides of Bellenmore

Author: Maybury, Anne.

Narrator: Kilfoyle, Jackie.

In the age of gaslight and carriages, orphaned Elizabeth Bellenmore finds work in the country before returning to the Manchester Square townhouse of relatives. There she becomes reacquainted with her cousin Mark, a doctor, and young Armorel, who is warning Elizabeth of
danger. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7859**  **A Calf in the Kitchen : Echoes from a Ranch Woman**

Author:  Vorenberg, Elizabeth Gumbel.
Narrator:  Tewell, Renee.

From the turmoil and tragedy of Nazi Germany and the hustle and bustle of large cities, Elizabeth Vorenberg immigrated to the isolation of a Colorado ranch. This is her story, a tale of adversity and disappointment balanced with the joy of delightful animals and colorful neighbors. Against a backdrop of violently cold weather, the experience completes a picture of contentment and fulfillment that comes from a rural way of life. (3 sound cassettes)

**CC 7886**  **Caught Me a Big 'Un - and then I let him go!**

Author:  Houston, Jimmy.
Narrator:  Monismith, Moni.

A collection of humorous anecdotes by the recognized television fishing personality is accompanied by a wealth of professional advice on everything relevant to tournament fishing. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7852**  **Cherokee. Native Americans**

Author:  Gaines, Richard M.
Narrator:  Roberts, Melissa.

Presents a brief introduction to the Cherokee Indians including information on their homes, society, food, clothing, family life and life today. For grades 2-4. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7838**  **The Cowboy and the Vampire**

Author:  Hays, Clark.
Narrator:  Dobson, Lisa.
When the American icon of the cowboy meets its archetypal antithesis in the "unDead", the result of an engrossing exploration of the complexity of evil, goodness, and the moral framework of the world today (3 sound cassettes)

**CC 7816   Creating Your Life Space**

Author: Zeleny, Polly.
Narrator: Jeanne Amens

The author's design philosophy integrates your personality with proven design principles and strategies to help you create a LifeSpace that is right for you and those who share your Lifespace. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7863   The Creature from Jekyll Island: A Second Look at the Federal Reserve**

Author: Griffin, G. Edward.
Narrator: Grabenstetter, Nelson.

Where does money come from? Where does it go? Who makes it? The money magicians’ secrets are unveiled. We get a close look at their mirrors and smoke machines, their pulleys, cogs, and wheels that create the grand illusion called money. A dry and boring subject? Just wait!

You'll be hooked in five minutes. Reads like a detective story - which it really is. But it's all true. This book is about the most blatant scam of all history. It's all here: the cause of wars, boom-bust cycles, inflation, depression, prosperity. (5 sound cassettes)

**CC 7813   Cross country cat.**

Author: Calhoun, Mary.
Narrator: Naumann, Yvonne.

When he becomes lost in the mountains, a cat with the unusual ability
of walking on two legs finds his way home on cross-country skis. Golden Kite honor book for fiction. Grades Preschool-2. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7882**  **The Cutout**

Author: Mathews, Francine.
Narrator: Huckins, Sharon.

CIA analyst Caroline Carmichael lost her husband Eric when his plane was blown up by terrorists. Now, her dead husband has surfaced alive and is among those responsible for an explosion in Berlin and the kidnapping of the U. S. Vice President. Uncertain of Eric's motives and loyalties, the Agency plays its last, best card: Eric's wife--a pawn they call the Cutout. (3 sound cassettes)

**CC 7887**  **Deadly Union**

Author: Flores, Anna Orozco.
Narrator: Flores, Anna.

Deadly Union is a Maria Carrera mystery. Maria becomes embroiled, by a quirk of fate, with the family of union boss Frank Flores. The kidnapping of Frank becomes a pivotal point which escalates his life long union ambition. Written by CTBL Narrator, Anna Flores. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7888**  **The Devil's Backbone**

Author: Greer, Robert.
Narrator: Bennallack, Donald

Denver's only black bounty hunter, C.J. Floyd, investigates the disappearance of a rodeo champion and soon finds himself on a lethal trail of diamonds, greed, jealousy--and murder. The fact that a vengeful woman is stalking Floyd at the same time adds spice to the third entry in this acclaimed mystery series. Contains strong language. (2 sound cassettes)
CC 7826  Disease and History
Author:  Cartwright, Frederick F.
Narrator:  Lederhos, Louise.
Traces the influence of disease on civilizations, armies, and leaders throughout history, providing an unusual focus on the social and political effects of diseases on society. (2 sound cassettes)

CC 7877  Dreamwalker: The Path of Sacred Power
Author:  Rain, Mary Summer.
Narrator:  Dobson, Lisa.
Dreamwalkers travel the path of knowledge and go where the spirit of truth leads them. Brian Many Heart teaches Mary Summer Rain the magic and power of the Dreamwalker. (2 sound cassettes)

CC 7883  The Edge of Justice
Author:  McKinzie, Clinton.
Narrator:  Jones, Norm.
A climber by nature, a cop by trade, Antonio has come to Laramie to investigate a young woman's deadly plunge. But as he digs deeper into the case, Antonio is certain he has found a murder and a stunning connection to the trial of two men about to be executed for a crime they did not commit. With a beautiful reporter sharing his investigation, he must make a harrowing ascent: up a forbidding mountainside--to bring a killer down from the deadliest kind of high. (3 sound cassettes)

CC 7850  Edith & Woodrow - A Presidential Romance
Author:  Shachtman, Tom.
Narrator:  Hausburg, Louise.
A story of the most remarkable, and controversial, love affair in the
annals of the American presidency. Includes never-before-printed selections from the President and Edith’s love letters. (3 sound cassettes)

**CC 7837** The Egyptian heritage : based on the Edgar Cayce readings.

Author: Lehner, Mark.
Narrator: Jones, Norm.

The fascinating account reviews the historical saga presented through the psychic channel of Edgar Cayce in light of the academic data available concerning Egyptian society in 10,500 B.C. The author parallels the stories with documented archaeological and mythological data, thereby placing the readings in a historical framework. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7862** Fandora's Story

Author: Hyatt, Betty Hale.
Narrator: Gloeckner, Cathy.

Fandora is a beautiful Eurasian daughter of a wealthy exporter and a concubine from the House of Wu. Although raised in the Chinese tradition she remains torn between East and West - and torn between the love of two vastly different men. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7820** The Fibromyalgia Help Book: Practical Guide to Living Better with Fibromyalgia

Author: Fransen, Jenny.
Narrator: Cheney, Marilyn.

How-to guide that gives people (mostly women) with fibromyalgia practical tools for effectively managing the syndrome. (2 sound cassettes)
CC 7827       Fire on the Plateau
Author: Wilkinson, Charles.
Narrator: Bosacki, Anthony.

Describes the author's growing involvement in the legal affairs of Native tribes, his growing friendship with American Indians, and his increased understanding of the area, its history and culture. (3 sound cassettes)

CC 7843       First day jitters.
Author: Danneberg, Julie.
Narrator: Schneider, Jean.

Everyone knows the jumble of feelings as the first day of school approaches -- especially if it's the first day at a new school. Has a special surprise ending. K-3 (1 sound cassette)

CC 7818       Fort Laramie and the Sioux
Author: Nadeau, Remi.
Narrator: Urschel, Herman.

Arising from a trapper's fort built in 1824 by William Sublette and Robert Campbell, Fort Laramie became the most famous outpost of the frontier army and a landmark in the history of the Old West. It guarded the overland routes to Oregon and California, stood watch over the settlement of the interior, and served as a base of operations in wars with the Plains Indians. It became an enduring symbol of western expansion. (3 sound cassettes)

CC 7881       The Fortunes of Love
Author: Courtney, Caroline.
Narrator: Tewell, Renee.

Davinia Sinclair is not impressed by the rich and handsome Duke of
Strathavon. After all, she is promised to Lord Maunsell who will marry her once he has found his treasure, just as predicted by the gypsy. But the treasure and the key to her heart are not what she expects. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7860 Getting Started: Clicker Training for Dogs**

Author: Pryor, Karen.  
Narrator: Hausburg, Louise.

Turn your pet into a great dog with easy, all-positive clicker training. Clicker expert Karen Pryor shows you how to use clicks and treats to teach your dog. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7830 Grandfather's Christmas tree.**

Author: Locker, Thomas.  
Narrator: Englert, Timothy.

A grandfather tells how the family's Christmas tradition of placing a carved wooden nest with a pair of geese and their babies in the large spruce tree started years ago when the narrator's parents first settled in Colorado. Grade Preschool to 2. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7847 Hell's Belles**

Author: Secrest, Clark.  
Narrator: Rios, Laverne.

This newly updated and revised edition of "Hell's Belles" takes the reader on a soundly researched, well-documented, and amusing journey back to the early days of Denver. Clark Secrest details the evolution of Denver's prostitution, the gambling, the drug addicts, and the corrupt politicians and police who, palms outstretched, allowed it all to happen. Also included in "Hell's Belles" is a biography of one of Denver's original police officers, Sam Howe, upon whose crime studies the book is based. (3 sound cassettes)
CC 7839  Hell's Bottom, Colorado

Author:  Pritchett, Laura.
Narrator:  Huckins, Sharon.

In this award-winning collection of linked short stories set in the American West, Pritchett balances gritty material with genuine warmth and understanding of character. (1 sound cassette)

CC 7829  Heroine of the Titanic: The Real Unsinkable Molly Brown

Author:  Landau, Elaine.
Narrator:  Hammer, Charissa.

The story of the real Margaret Toben, also known as Molly Brown, who was a suffragist, tireless champion of miners' rights, and one of the first women to run for the U.S. Congress. (1 sound cassette)

CC 7822  Hidden in Plain View: A Secret Story of Quilts and the Underground Railroad

Author:  Tobin, Jacqueline L.
Narrator:  Hausburg, Louise.

Part adventure and part history, this book traces the origin of the Charleston Code from Africa to the Carolinas, from the low-country island Gullah peoples to free blacks living in the cities of the North, and shows how three people from completely different backgrounds pieced together one amazing American story. (2 sound cassettes)

CC 7855  A Husband to Hold

Author:  Wolverton, Cheryl.
Narrator:  Cheney, Marilyn.

Texas lawman Mark Walker falls for Leah Thomas, a schoolteacher who has come to Hill Creek looking to escape her troubled past. Secure
in the strength of their love and faith, they work together to heal past hurts. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7864**  
**Iced**  
**Author:** Siler, Jenny.  
**Narrator:** Dobson, Lisa.

Repo woman Meg Gardner regards the death of Clay Bennett, stabbed in a tavern brawl, as the perfect chance to repossess his Jeep Cherokee. But the act of reclaiming the Cherokee brings on a host of problems: a number of people want what Bennett had in that Jeep and are willing to beat or even kill Meg to get it. Meg finds that Bennett's map points the way to hidden crimes and plots. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7812**  
**The Leaning Land: a Gabe Wagner Mystery**  
**Author:** Burns, Rex.  
**Narrator:** Monismith, Moni.

Competing jurisdictions complicate Denver police detective Gabe Wager's life. He is investigating a murder on an Indian reservation, and the evidence he finds is like a ticking time bomb waiting to explode. Wager tries to be a neutral party among the warring investigative agencies, but things don't work out because a local militia group has a great deal of influence in the area. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7857**  
**Lewis & Clark, Doctors in the Wilderness**  
**Author:** Paton, Bruce C., M.D.  
**Narrator:** Bennallack, Don.

An examination of early 19th-century medical standards and techniques, while offering a unique perspective on the expedition that opened the American West. Dr. Paton provides a concise account of the history of North American exploration and an engaging portrayal of the Corps of Discovery's two-year journey across the United
States. He explores the Corps' medical dilemmas, such as malnutrition and disease epidemics, and discusses the exchange of health care for food and horses that occurred between Lewis and Clark and Native Americans. A comparison between past and present wilderness emergencies and treatments is also presented. (2 sound cassettes)

CC 7831 Linnet's Story
Author: Hyatt, Betty Hale.
Narrator: Glockner, Cathy.

Though bitter enemies for over a century, the Lancie and Carnie families could not stay apart -- for passion and hate are two sides of one coin. Now lovely Linnet lancien is drawn to sea captain Drake Carnie during an arduous voyage to Macao. Only the legends of the seven gold lanterns can destroy Linnet’s love. The lanterns disappeared with Linnet’s mother who ran off with a sea captain named Carnie. The Lanciens banished her but took care of her daughter. Now a lovestruck Linnet may be following in her mother's footsteps. (2 sound cassettes)

CC 7832 Living with Differences II
Author: Lee, Rebecca.
Narrator: Schneider, Jean.

A collection of writings that teaches readers to celebrate that which makes each of us different or unique, rather than reacting out of fear or ignorance. Grades 6 to 9. (1 sound cassette)

CC 7884 Men Are Like Fish
Author: Nakamoto, Steve.
Narrator: Englert, Timothy.

Steve Nakamoto, a former communications instructor for Dale Carnegie & Associates and a personal development trainer for
motivational expert Anthony Robbins, tells us how to get in the path of Cupid's arrow in his new book, Men Are Like Fish. Written especially for women, the 192 page book includes anecdotes, illustrations, quotes and a slew of clever, helpful metaphors on reeling in true love. It also offers insight on maintaining a healthy attitude during your quest. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7840**  
*A Mother's Love*  
Author: Wolverton, Cheryl.  
Narrator: Cheney, Marilyn.

Maggie Gardere finds herself at a crossroads in her life when she is suddenly left unemployed and pregnant. Confused and alone, Maggie prays for guidance and support, and finds it in the form of attractive pastor Jake Mathison. The more time Maggie spends with Jake, the more she learns about faith and forgiveness. And as Jake continues to support her for the person she is, Maggie also learns the true meaning of love. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7871**  
*Nancy*  
Author: Reagan, Nancy.  
Narrator: Flowers, Barbara.

A brief pictoral biography of the former First Lady, Nancy Reagan from the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7846**  
*Nez Perce. Native Americans*  
Author: Gaines, Richard M.  
Narrator: Roberts, Melissa.

Presents a brief introduction to the Nez Perce Indians including information on their homes, society, food, clothing, family life and life today. For grades 2-4. (1 sound cassette)
**CC 7874**  On Heart's Edge: A Powerful Story of Love and Adventure in Africa  
Author: Downey, Marty  
Narrator: Lederhos, Louise.  
Founders of the "World's Smallest International Relief Agency" tell the story of their 30 year quest to bring medical and humanitarian aid to developing countries in Africa and succeeded where giant international aid organizations had failed. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7872**  On the trail of Colorado critters.  
Author: Young, Mary Taylor.  
Narrator: Rudoff, Joanne.  
This guidebook gives kids a rare look at more than 60 of the state's amazing creatures. Engaging text give a unique peek into their behavior and lifestyles. Tips on how and where to get the best glimpses of your favorite critters are sprinkled throughout, and fact boxes provide the basics on size, appearance, diet and habitat. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7842**  The People of El Valle  
Author: Lopez-Tushar, Olibama.  
Narrator: Flores, Anna.  
The early history of the Southwest with emphasis on the San Luis Valley. Describes the life of early settlers including their homes, churches, schools, dress and occupations. Also includes a unique selection of folk tales, songs, proverbs and riddles. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7828**  Perdita  
Author: Holland, Isabelle.  
Narrator: Kilfoyle, Jackie.
An abandoned baby grows up to be an accomplished horsewoman. As Perdita prepares for a local horse show, her menacing past begins to unfold in frightening and elusive ways. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7844 Poetry in Motion**

Author: Denver Area Teens.
Narrator: Schneider, Jean.

Poetry written by teenagers and displayed on Regional Transportation District (RTD) buses in the six-county Denver metro area 2000-2002 (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7834 Prayer Warriors**

Author: Miller, Stuart Howell.
Narrator: Sierota, Norma.

When a gay man "comes out" to his fundamentalist Christian family, his father organizes a brigade of "prayer warriors"--a frightening tactic used by the extreme religious right against even the most loving of sons. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7869 A Regency Christmas VI**

Author: Balogh, Mary.
Narrator: Rios, Laverne.

The festive holiday celebrations of Regency England form the backdrop for five romantic stories by Mary Balogh, Sandra Heath, Emily Hendrickson, Emma Lange, and Sheila Walsh. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7825 The Return of the Prodigal Son: A Story of Homecoming.**

Author: Nouwen, Henri J. M.
Narrator: Pelley, Kathleen.
A meditation on the parable of the prodigal son's return -- a powerful drama of fatherhood, filial duty, rivalry, and anger between brothers. (Remastered 10/2008). (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7867** Reunion on Neverend

Author: Stith, John E.
Narrator: Urschel, Herman.

In Neverend's underground colony, a technological laboratory on the edge of the universe, science and courage are used to unlock the secrets of the cosmos, while one man journeys to his homeland to take up a long-forgotten battle. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7885** Riddle of the wayward books. Wishbone mysteries ; #3

Author: Strickland, Brad.
Narrator: Embleton, Nelson.

After several burglary attempts occur at the bookstore where he is working for the summer, Joe and Wishbone decide to investigate and discover that some of the most important clues to the mystery are in the books themselves. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7879** Riding the High Wire-Aerial Mine Tramways in the West

Author: Trennert, Robert A.
Narrator: Englert, Timothy.

The first comprehensive history of aerial mine tramways in the West, describing their place in the evolution of mining after 1870. Trennert shows how the mid-19th century development of wire rope manufacturing made it possible to begin erecting single-rope tramways in the 1870s and 1880s. By the turn of the century, aerial tramways were common throughout western mining regions, hauling everything from gold and silver ore to coal and salt and changing the face of the
industry. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7870**  **Sarah Winnemucca: Northern Paiute Writer and Diplomat**

Author: Scordato, Ellen.
Narrator: Flowers, Barbara.

Discusses the life of the Paiute woman who became known for her outspoken criticisms of the government's mistreatment of her people in the late nineteenth century. She was a spokesperson and advocate for Indian rights. Born in 1844, she witnessed many of the upheavals that the Paiute experienced because of the arrival of the settlers and gold miners. Gr 6-9 (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7848**  **Seeking Pleasure in the Old West**

Author: Dary, David.
Narrator: Rudoff, Joanne.

An entertaining study of leisure activities in the Old West draws on journals, memoirs, and other firsthand accounts to capture saloons, church socials, cotillions, spelling bees, community picnics, gambling, and more. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7849**  **Seminole. Native Americans**

Author: Gaines, Richard M.
Narrator: Roberts, Melissa.

Presents a brief introduction to the Seminole Indians including information on their homes, society, food, clothing, family life and life today. For grades 2-4. (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7810**  **In the Shadow of Polio**

Author: Black, Kathryn.
Narrator: JEANNE AMEN
In an evocative biography, the author recounts her mother’s struggle with the disease that overshadowed the 1940s and 1950s, until the development of the Salk vaccine. (3 sound cassettes)

**CC 7876**  
**Spirit Song- The Introduction of No-Eyes**  
Author: Rain, Mary Summer.  
Narrator: Naumann, Yvonne.

The first volume in a series of books written by Rain about her experiences with an extraordinary Native American shaman called No-Eyes, this book has become one of the bestselling and most important books in the literature and philosophy of what has been called the new age. The wonderfully lyrical descriptions of the vivid seasonal beauty of Colorado serve as a backdrop for this unfolding narrative. (Remastered 1/2008). (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7853**  
**Story Medicine**  
Author: Livo, Norma J.  
Narrator: Rudoff, Joanne.

This magical collection of more than 40 tales from around the world brims with wise words and happenings that illustrate many mysterious and sometimes simple ways to wellness and happiness. Through introductions, comments, and discussion starters, Livo provides guidance for reading and reflecting on each tale. (2 sound cassettes)

**CC 7836**  
**Storytelling for the Fun of It - A Handbook for Children**  
Author: Vivian Dubrovin.  
Narrator: Conway, Roberta.

Introduces young people (ages 9-12) to the joy of creating, finding, learning, and telling stories, at campfires, slumber parties, school, libraries, family get-togethers, and other venues. (1 sound cassette)
CC 7824  A Tiger by the Tail and Other Stories from the Heart of Korea

Author: Curry, Lindy Soon.
Narrator: O'Neill, Valerie.

Collection of folktales that originated in Korea, the author's birthplace, along with tips on how to tell the stories. Grades 4 to 6 and older. (1 sound cassette)

CC 7823  Uncommon Fathers: Reflections on Raising a Child with a Disability

Author: Meyer, Donald.
Narrator: Englert, Timothy.

Collection of essays by fathers who were asked to reflect and write about the life-altering experience of having a child with a disability. Nineteen fathers have taken an introspective and honest look at this deeply emotional subject, offering a seldom-heard perspective on raising children with special needs. (2 sound cassettes)

CC 7878  Walking on Air Without Stumbling

Author: Lyke, H. John, Ph.D.
Narrator: Hausburg, Louise.

Clinical Psychologist, Lyke shares his secrets for dealing with the human condition of coping in an imperfect world and yet experiencing the real joy of walking on air without stumbling. (2 sound cassettes)

CC 7854  What Every American Should Know About Women's History

Author: Lunardini, Christine, Ph.D.
Narrator: Amen, Jeanne.

From Anne Hutchinson to Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Betty Friedan,
American women have been at the forefront of the battle to extend the right of liberty to all Americans. The 200 key events featured in this book extend from colonial times to our own century and covers such issues as social reform, work, family life, and the struggle for equal rights. (3 sound cassettes)

**CC 7845**  **The Wicked Cat: Spooksville**

Author: Pike, Christopher.

Narrator: Dickerson, Scott.

Encountering a black cat in Spooksville that seems friendly enough, Adam and his friends become alarmed when the cat follows them back to town and a series of accidents occurs every time the cat appears. 4-7 (1 sound cassette)

**CC 7880**  **Without a Name and Under the Tongue**

Author: Vera, Yvonne.

Narrator: Pelley, Kathleen.

Two novellas by African author, Yvonne Vera

In *Without a Name* (1994), Mazvita, a young woman from the country, travels to Harare to escape the war and begin a new life. But her dreams of independence are short-lived. She begins a relationship of convenience and becomes pregnant.

In *Under the Tongue* (1996), the adolescent Zhizha has lost the will to speak. In lyrical fragments, Vera reveals the story of Zhizha's parents, and the horrifying events that led to her mother's imprisonment and her father's death. (2 sound cassettes)
**CC 7809  Women of the Frontier**

Author: Sundling, Charles W.

Narrator: Mahoney, Tina.

Describes the experiences of women who went west in the latter part of the nineteenth century. Grades 3 to 6. (1 sound cassette)

---

**CC 7835  Women and Indians on the Frontier, 1825-1915**

Author: Riley, Glenda.

Narrator: Huckins, Sharon.

The first account of how and why pioneer women altered their self-images and their views of American Indians. Riley substantially revises the conventional melodramatic picture of pioneer women cowering when confronted with Indians. Frontier life required women to be self-reliant, independent, and hardy: as they learned to adapt, frontierswomen also learned to reexamine stereotypes in the light of experience. (3 sound cassettes)